
DIGITAL GUIDE FOR TR AVEL EXECUTIVES

Win the booking 
with real-time 
traveler insights.
How the world's largest travel brands are re-thinking the 
customer experience and building future loyalists.

Featuring interviews from United, Vueling, American and Virgin Voyages.
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As traffic spikes, seize 
the micro-moments and 
expose travel friction.
Welcome to the new era of post-covid travel. Omicron is waning, and traffic and bookings are 

spiking. Travelers are dreaming of their next big trip, splurging on the vacation of a lifetime. 2022 

has already been deemed the year of the GOAT — Greatest Of All Trips, with 68% of U.S. 

consumers planning to “go big” on their next trip. They’re forecasted to spend an estimated $2 

trillion on travel in 2022, up 6.2% over pre-pandemic levels.



Across Quantum Metric’s panel of travel & hospitality brands, digital sessions are up 52% in the first 

quarter of 2022.  With the spike in traffic comes big opportunities –– and big challenges –– for travel 

industry leaders. There’s growing frustration among consumers, 83% of whom want to plan and 

book their trips online, and many of whom have less brand affinity after two years of little to no 

travel. 



The world’s largest travel brands increasingly look to digital for the competitive edge to win back 

the hearts and wallets of customers, but also driven by the need to do more with less. A triple 

whammy of labor shortages, inflation, and health regulations has created the need for contactless 

automation across the journey, while brands must continue to deliver personalized and customer-

centric travel experiences. 


Every micro-moment can make or break their decision to book their first trip or become a repeat 

customer. And it’s not just building a great digital experience one time –– it’s building cultures 

focused on continuous innovation and winning back eager and conscientious travelers every time.


Travel spending almost hit zero; now it's roaring back. 
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In the “loyalty land 
grab,” experience 
will win.
After frequent travelers realized their status was downgraded during the pandemic, 

it created a wave of dissatisfied customers at a time when loyalty was already up for 

grabs. In fact, 44% of high-status travel brand loyalty members said they are willing 

to try a different brand



Brands are responding to the frustration by upping their game with new loyalty 

perks and credit card offers. But miles and points can’t always buy loyalty. A PwC 

survey found that 1 in 3 customers will leave a brand they love after just one bad 

experience, while 92 percent would completely abandon a company after two or 

three negative interactions.



It’s never been more important to create frictionless digital experiences to keep 

travelers engaged with your brand.
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Across Quantum Metric Travel & 
Hospitality brands, sessions grew:  

55%  
YoY in Q1 2022.

At the same time, 


rage clicks spiked:  


25%

And possible 

frustration was up:  


40%

This activity seems to coincide with 

higher bounce rates, which grew:


70%

Rising traffic, rising 

digital friction in 2022.
People are ready to travel again. But when these throngs of would-be guests 

overwhelm digital platforms, could it amplify any friction that may have gone 

unnoticed?



Across our benchmark of travel and hospitality digital platforms,  there’s been 

a recent uptick in digital frustration for consumers as more people rush to 

make travel plans online. After a decline during the pandemic, so-called ‘rage 

click’ activity appears to be on the comeback. This means not just more 

customers – but potentially more frustrated travelers.


Travel forecast: Digital traffic will surge – so will rage clicks.
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The vacation boom leads to growing digital frustration
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The bar chart above shows total monthly bounce rates and rage click counts across travel and hospitality brands, comparing Jan 2022 to Jan 2021. 

Methodology: Findings are based on anonymous and aggregated browsing information across multiple Travel & Hospitality sector sites and native apps (including airlines, hotels 
and car rental brands) collected via the Quantum Metric platform from Jan 2021 through Jan 2022. For more information on these findings, contact Tom Arundel, Director of Global 
Research & Insights at Quantum Metric at tarundel@quantummetric.com. 

How did we get the above stats?

Quantum Metric provides out of the box struggle indicators, such as rage click/taps, possible 

frustration and long spinners (i.e. slow load times), which can alert you in real-time when a customer 

may be experiencing difficulty anywhere on your site or mobile app.
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Mobile will dominate the 
end-to-end travel journey.
As mobile adoption continues to accelerate, expect to see everything to go mobile - from covid 
passports and boarding passes to in-flight and in-room purchases.



Travelers are looking to simplify and enhance their trips and brands realize mobile is at the center. 
With more travelers using apps for the end-to-end traveler experience (including where you stay, 
what you do, and how you get there), there is emphasis on creating a consolidated mobile app 
experience for travelers. 


Downloads of travel mobile apps are on the rise.

 In June 2021, travel apps saw an 86% increase in 
downloads as travel restrictions lifted, the highest quarterly 
adoption since the COVID-19 outbrea

 Globally, the mobile travel booking market is expected to 
grow 12.2% annually from 2021 to 2029, starting from US 
$1,067.3M in 202

 Hotel accomodations account for the majority share in the 
mobile travel booking market
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Example 1 

Mobile is becoming the 
preferred traveler channel.

 Nearly two-thirds of travelers rely on mobile 
apps during their tri

 Almost half booked and paid for their trip 
through a smartphone

 94% of leisure travelers switch between 
devices as they plan or book a tri

 Travelers use 7 to 8 apps throughout the 
search, book and experience phases of their 
journey

 The most important travel app features include:

1) Search and book flights (68%)

2) Full trip itinerary in one place (67%) 

3) Real-time flight alerts (64%) 
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Quantum Metric for Travel and Hospitality

Fast, secure mobile 
app insights.
Mobile app usage is skyrocketing for airlines, hotels, cruises, car rental agencies and beyond.


A friction-free mobile experience has never been more critical.



Quantum Metric provides the real-time insights and customer perspective you need to keep up 

with continuous innovation and ongoing releases. With a lightweight and secure SDK 

deployment, Quantum Metric will start capturing data out of the box. More than just app 

crashes—capture behavioral indicators, conversion data, API performance, and more. 



Get alerted to issues and insights with automated funnel analysis and anomaly detection. 


Then quickly gain deeper understanding with instant quantification, segment analysis, and 

session replay.



Learn More
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https://www.quantummetric.com/product-analytics/mobile-app-analytics/


How you can build 
frictionless 
experiences into the 
digital travel journey.
As travelers rush back to direct channels to book their 
next vacation, now is the time to invest in elevating the 
experience, from booking to check-in. Eliminating friction 
is especially critical to re-engage customers and re-build 
loyalty to direct channels when every microconversion 
counts. This means more contactless, self-service 
functionality that is fast and simple. 
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1. Be less reactive, more 
proactive and automated. 

Prepare for the surge in traffic and online bookings 
by setting up proactive and automated detection of 
frustration events such as rage taps on apps or non-
respondent errors on kiosks, so you can identify and 
remove friction fast. Get auto-capture for less 
tagging, data layer mapping and code-heavy 
implementations.



2. Spend less time digging, 
and get faster insights.

Ensure web and native applications include real-time 
notifications and dashboards linked to a replay of the 
customer experience, so you can understand 
behavior without needing to manually reproduce 
issues, or sort through hundreds of sessions to find 
the “needle in the haystack.”

3. Develop a single view of the 
traveler across platforms.

Get an integrated 360-degree view of the digital 
traveler by linking together business, behavioral, 
technical and voice of customer data with session 
replay across channels and.

7 simple steps to build frictionless 
experiences into the digital travel journey.
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4. Prioritize backlog 
with confidence. 

Make sure you can instantly quantify the impact of 
the traveler experience on bookings, revenue, loyalty 
enrollments or credit card acquisitions. This allows 
you to focus your agile backlog on the opportunities 
that have the greatest impact on your bottom line. 

5. Minimize loss from 
funnel drop out. 

Monitor core digital health vitals, such as page 
speed, errors, and API response times to ensure 
revenue isn’t lost due to customers abandoning 
digital channels and flooding the call centers.

6. Make privacy and 
security a priority.

When providing personalized travel experiences, 
ensure customer data remains private and secure by 
safeguarding any sensitive or personally identifiable 
information from ever being captured or, if its 
absolutely critical to capture, the data is securely 
encrypted.
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7. Connect business and technical 
teams across agile/product lifecycles

Leverage Continuous Product Design (CPD) for a 
more confident approach to agile. Promote cultures 
of cross team alignment through a shared, 
quantified, and continuous view of customer signals. 
For more information, get certified in CPD.

https://continuousproductdesign.com/


Quantum Metric helps the 
world’s largest travel brands 
build with speed and 
confidence.
Let’s face it, traveling today is complicated. We’ve seen as demand grows so do 

opportunities for frustration across your channels. How do you meet customer 

needs, in real-time, at every touchpoint? 



Quantum Metric understands the complexity of the travel industry, and helps you 

make travel safe, easy and seamless through faster insights. Our platform for 

Continuous Product Design can capture the micro-moments that will reshape the 

traveler experience.
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Real-time insights for busy 
digital travel leaders.
Enabling fast insights across teams, Quantum Metric helps airlines, cruise lines, 

hotels and car rental agencies automatically capture every digital interaction—like 

rage clicks, taps, scrolls, long running spinners, 404 errors—and correlate that to 

business impact. 





We serve as the “glue” between your analytics, voice of customer, log monitoring and 

performance monitoring tools and reduce the time it takes for teams to derive 

insight and drive action.





Democratized real-time insights help your teams prioritize what will have the most 

measurable outcomes—all while ensuring that performance, data privacy, and 

security are never compromised.



Learn More

0414

https://www.quantummetric.com/industries/travel/


About Quantum Metric.
Quantum Metric helps companies build better digital products 
faster, by keeping business and technical teams aligned, efficient, 
and focused on what matters most to customers. Our platform 
gives businesses real-time visibility into how their digital business is 
impacted, where exactly customers are struggling or engaging, and 
what efforts need to be prioritized based on economic impact.



quantummetric.com
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https://www.quantummetric.com/

